
Girls Photo Party Shoot 

The great thing about Photo shoot parties is that they can be adapted for any age group. The parties 
are a great way, for a group of friends to celebrate any occasion! The length of the shoot will be 
dependent on how many girls are present. As a guide, please allow 2-3 hours for the shoot to take 
place.  

Please note a minimum booking of 6 applies, if under 6 in the party, then 6 will be charged for. 

An adult (preferably the host girl’s parent) must be present throughout the shoot, if under 16. Please 
be reassured by the fact that I hold a CRB Enhanced Disclosure certificate which can be viewed on 
request. 

Girls are encouraged to bring along a change of outfit, if they wish and/or any props (e.g. hats, 
tutus), that they may wish to include in their shoot.  You may even want to set a theme for your 
shoot? 

A separate, private changing area is available to the girls. 

The girls are also more than welcome to bring their own CDs to listen to throughout the session.  
There is a CD player in the studio. 

Each girl will be photographed individually and guidance can be given to help with poses etc. 

Following the individual shots, I will then get some fun group shots.  At this point, there will also 
be the opportunity for them to request a few photos with a particular best friend, or maybe even 
with Mum, if she is present! 

I will provide soft drinks and a few nibbles along with a box of chocolates for the host, but do feel 
free to bring anything else you may want, maybe even a birthday cake, which could also be used in 
a photo! 

Following the party, (usually around 7 days) all useable images will be uploaded to a password 
protected gallery on my site, (we will agree a password on the day of the shoot). Each girl will be 
given the log-in information, so that both she and her family can view the images. 

Although Parents are under no obligation what so ever to buy, they can order additional prints, 
should they wish to. 

The images will remain in the gallery for a period of 14 days. 

The host can choose between 2 options of how she would like to receive the images, either as actual 
prints, or as digital images, supplied in lo resolution ideally sized for social networking sites such as  
Twitter or Facebook.  
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I am sure you will agree that it is very good value, in terms of what the girls will receive!	

OPTIONAL EXTRA 
As an extra, you can if you wish, incorporate hairstyling or a makeover (or both if you are really 
lucky!), in with your Party Shoot.  A qualified hair stylist and Beauty Therapist, are on hand to 
come to the studio, to work their magic and ensure you look your very best. The cost of these 
services are £8 per girl for EITHER hair or make up, or £15 per girl for both 
Look forward to seeing you all on the day 

Kind Regards 

Mandy Arrowsmith 
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Print Option - £15 per person Print Option - £20 per person

Host to receive: !
2 ...... 8 x 6in prints of herself 
1 ...... 8 x 6in print of the whole group  !
Each Guest to receive: 
1 - 7 x 5in Print (individual image)  
7 x 5in copy of the group shot 
(as chosen by the host)

Host to receive: !
3...…8 x 6in prints of herself 
2 ...... 8 x 6in print of the whole group  !
Each Guest to receive: 
2 - 7 x 5in Prints (individual images)  
2 - 7 x 5in Prints copy of the group shot 
(as chosen by the host)

Digital Option - £15 per person 
(supplied on DVD)

Digital Option - £20 per person 
(supplied on DVD)

Host to receive:   
  
3 images of herself 
2 images of the group  !
Each Guest to receive: 
2 images of themselves  
2 images of the group  
(as chosen by the host)

Host to receive:   
  
4 images of herself 
2 images of the group  !
Each Guest to receive: 
3 images of themselves  
2 mages of the group  
(as chosen by the host)
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HYPERLINK "http://www.studioportraitsyork.co.uk"www.studioportraitsyork.co.uk 
Email: mandy@studioportraitsyork.co.uk 
8 Rylatt Place, Acomb, York YO26 5DD 
Tel: 01904 340187, Mob: 07843 436194 !
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